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Cloud VPN 

Documentation Guides

The Maximum Transmission Unit (MTU)  (https://wikipedia.org/wiki/Maximum_transmission_unit) is
the size, in bytes, of the largest packet supported by a network layer protocol, including both
headers and data.

Network packets sent over a VPN tunnel are encrypted then encapsulated in an outer packet so
they can be routed. Cloud VPN tunnels use IPsec and ESP
 (https://wikipedia.org/wiki/IPsec#Encapsulating_Security_Payload) for encryption and encapsulation.

Because the encapsulated inner packet must itself �t within the MTU of the outer packet, its
MTU must be smaller.

Encapsulation and fragmentation

Cloud VPN uses prefragmentation. You must enable prefragmentation on your VPN gateway so
that packets it sends are fragemented before they are encrypted and encapsulated. Packets
sent from your peer (https://cloud.google.com/vpn/docs/concepts/overview#peer-de�nition) systems
must have the DF bit turned off.

Important: Cloud VPN does not support fragmentation of packets after encapsulation.

Gateway MTU vs. system MTU

You must con�gure your peer VPN gateway to use a MTU of no greater than 1460 bytes. A
value of 1460 bytes is recommended because that matches the default MTU setting for Google

 (https://cloud.google.com/vpn/)

 (https://cloud.google.com/vpn/docs/)
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Cloud VM instances.

The effective MTU for peer systems and Google Cloud VMs is typically lower than the MTU of
your VPN gateway:

For TCP tra�c, MSS clamping rewrites the SYN packet of the initial TCP handshake. This
allows systems to dynamically adjust Maximum Segment Size (MSS)
 (https://www.wikipedia.org/wiki/Maximum_segment_size) to accommodate encapsulation.

For UDP tra�c, Path MTU Discovery (PMTUD)
 (https://wikipedia.org/wiki/Path_MTU_Discovery) can negotiate smaller MTU sizes, under

certain circumstances, provided that your �rewall permits ICMP tra�c.

Pe�ormance considerations

MSS clamping and PMTUD do not solve every cause of packet loss. Consider these strategies
to ensure that systems can reliably communicate over a Cloud VPN tunnel:

If the MTU of your on-premise VPN gateway is set to 1460 bytes, consider setting the
MTU of on-premise and Google Cloud VMs to 1390 bytes if:

MSS clamping doesn't mitigate packet loss for TCP tra�c.

You are sending UDP tra�c and PMTUD is not possible. For example, not all UDP
applications can take advantage of PMTUD.

If you con�gured the MTU of your peer VPN gateway to a value less than 1460 bytes, you
must determine an acceptable MTU for peer systems and Google Cloud VMs. This MTU
must be approximately 70 bytes lower than the MTU of your gateway.

What's next

More VPN concepts

For additional information on Cloud VPN concepts, use the navigation arrows at the bottom of
the page to move to the next concept or use the following links:

Learn about the basic concepts of Cloud VPN
 (https://cloud.google.com/vpn/docs/concepts/overview)
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Choose VPN over other hybrid connectivity solutions
 (https://cloud.google.com/vpn/docs/concepts/choosing-a-hybrid-solution)

Choose a VPC network type and routing option
 (https://cloud.google.com/vpn/docs/concepts/choosing-networks-routing)

Redundant and higher-throughput VPNs
 (https://cloud.google.com/vpn/docs/concepts/advanced#ha-options)

VPN related

Create a custom Virtual Private Cloud network
 (https://cloud.google.com/vpc/docs/using-vpc#create-custom-network)

Set up different types of Cloud VPN
 (https://cloud.google.com/vpn/docs/how-to/choosing-a-vpn)

Maintain VPN tunnels and gateways
 (https://cloud.google.com/vpn/docs/how-to/maintaining-vpns)

See Advanced Con�gurations (https://cloud.google.com/vpn/docs/concepts/advanced) for
information on high-availability, high-throughput scenarios, or multiple subnet scenarios.

View logs and monitoring metrics
 (https://cloud.google.com/vpn/docs/how-to/viewing-logs-metrics)

Get troubleshooting help (https://cloud.google.com/vpn/docs/support/troubleshooting)

Previous

 (https://cloud.google.com/vpn/docs/concepts/order-of-routes)

Next

 (https://cloud.google.com/vpn/docs/concepts/classic-topologies)
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